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Introduction

     In few following paragraphs along with this essay, I will discuss again some topics closely related to the Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish in connection with Biblical  stories.1 Nevertheless,  just  to mention that  I  do not have the
intention to transform my writings into the Vedic Astrology Course. Far from that! But inevitably, there is a
need to extend the previous elaboration on the natal chart of Jesus and some other historical characters. At the
very beginning  of this amazing serial  of  revelations, the natal  chart of Jesus was exposed, and some very
intriguing details and symbols have been observed, including the real nature of The Star of Bethlehem, as well
as  some  entirely  different  story  about  real,  historical  Jesus  himself.  The  complete  story,  as  it  seems,  is
something very far from the Biblical story. Just to remind, we are talking about the real, historical Jesus. As we
can now definitely conclude, Biblical story highly deviates, and due to that, the real historical Jesus doesn’t
have anything to do with the Biblical Jesus. Those are two completely different persons with very different life
paths and very different life stories. Why such discrepancy did occur, this is a very good question indeed.
Nevertheless, I do not want to continue this story right now, but to demonstrate that the natal chart of Jesus is
not just accidental, or product of some wired imagination, I will introduce some other very sensitive and very
intriguing cases. Indeed, it is better we put aside the story of real, historical Jesus for a while, and to see if there
are some other surprises waiting for us. 

Nonetheless, before, few words about precision again. All charts I made have a tolerance of (+-) 6-8 minutes,
except the natal chart of Jesus which is precise to the level of a minute. This is considerable tolerance and
many of us would be happy if having such precision with our personal natal charts. But good Jyotishi can now
adjust each of these charts to the one-minute precision. Of course, Jyotish, in general, can achieve even better
precision, but I think, in our case, possible errors with ephemerides can occur, which definitely can influence
such efforts, and that certainly should be taken into account. Nevertheless, even precision on the level of one
minute is an an extraordinary achievement, and along with it, a good Jyotishi can see what that particular
person was eating for each meal. This is only to illustrate how precise the Jyotish can be, and how a powerful
tool we have in our possession.
 
Therefore,  we can now easily  imagine what  kind of  advantage this  can possibly  be in recovering the true
History. Each appearance of Vishnu can be as a marker on the History Timeline, and because it has been going
continuously for millenniums, it can recover the entire History. Amazing! What a blessing this can really be!?

Let we see now who could possibly be the next marker of the History Timeline?

1 This essay is supposed to be followed in connection with, and preferably after the previous one, the first one in this series … The Star 

of Bethlehem and the natal chart of Jesus … which can be found at the following link … 

https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/biblical-story-deciphered/the-star-of-bethlehem-and-the-natal-chart-of-jesus/ ... That sub-

series itself is entitled … THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY DECIPHERED … and it is part of the bigger series entitled … DECONSTRUCTING 

THE ILLUSION … It is recommended to follow the entire series as well, and all appropriate links are mentioned at the end of this 

essay. 
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Two legendary kings of Jews

     Well, for a long time I have been thinking about the legendary King Solomon.2 There are many mysteries
about that ancient king of Jews, and I was just wondering how nice it would be to discover his natal chart. The
story is really impressive, especially considering the fact he made strong and United Kingdom of Israel and
Judah. All history books and Biblical sources claim he is the son of King David, he made a glorious kingdom, and
he did build the famous Temple …  the Temple of Solomon.3 Though, must say, something is very confusing
there. Well, one of the possible many confusions is the statement that King Solomon is the son of King David.
That statement did not fit into my considerations, and each time I would leave the search without achieving
anything.  To  be honest,  I’ve  tried many times.  Nevertheless,  recently,  just  provoked by this  big enigma, I
focused even more on this story, and then somehow the key clue was discovered. On the following link there is
a very interesting statement:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David
 
Given that Nathan prophecies, in punishment for his sin with Bathsheba, that the Lord will take his wives and give them to his "neighbor", Solomon
may not have been David's son at all, but later editors amended the story to emphasize Nathan's other statement that "the sword shall never depart
from your house"
 

Therefore,  this  was  the turning point.  What  if  Solomon is  not  the son of  King  David?  I  immediately  saw
something is very fishy there. Nevertheless, the only way to check this out is to cast the natal chart of King
David himself firstly. Thus, as it seems, before making the chart of King Solomon, we need to turn toward King
David first. And this is where another phenomenal revelation did happen.

No doubt, all Jews are very proud of King David, though there is a debate going on, like, when he lived, how he
lived, and whether he was entirely righteous as he was supposed to be. Some are even questioning his real
existence by saying this is all just a legend and myth without real historical authenticity. Therefore, due to all
that, there is a big problem to locate him in the history, and I was just curious enough to see what Jyotish
would say about. Now I already have some experience, and I’ve noticed I can completely rely on the software
and precision which is offered. That was very important and revolutionary discovery. I’ve also noticed there are
always some special  signs along with all  these special  incarnations.  There are some very  interesting  rules
applied when considering natal charts of such special incarnations, which in Jewish tradition are well known
under the common name …  Messiah.  It is worthy to examine this expression a little bit, in order to see all
possible implications and variations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messiah
 

In Vedic tradition, we call it Vishnu incarnations, according to the Vishnu, God emanation who is involved in
driving the Evolution Force. Though, in Jewish tradition, the term Messiah denotes only those incarnations of
Vishnu when he incarnates in Jewish backgrounds, like Jesus, King David, King Solomon, and perhaps some
others as well.4 But, there are some others who are considered as Messiah, even though they are not coming
from the Jewish background itself, like Cyrus the Great for instance, the Persian king who liberated Jews from
enslavement in Babylon. Actually, from all history lines and all Biblical sources we see, there is a close and very
special relationship between Jews and God. We know that Jews are considered as … the People of God … or …
Chosen Ones … Why is that so? What does that mean? 

2 The title of this essay is … King Solomon’s Treasure … what is referring to the adventure and fantasy movie with the same title. Except 

the very striking title, there is no any other connection of this essay with the mentioned film. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Solomon%27s_Treasure 

3 Very  interesting  story  exposing  newest  researches  on  Solomon’s  Temple  can  be  found  at  the  following  link  …  http://store.bib-
arch.org/Solomons-Temple-and-Palace/productinfo/7B8ST1/ 

4 Indeed, just by using the technology based on Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, it was proved that some other kings in Jewish tradition, the King
Amaziah of Judah and the King Hezekiah, they are Vishnu incarnations as well, and therefore they are considered to be as Messiah too.
There are some others very important incarnations in this context as well, like great Prophet Isaiah, who is nobody else than incarnation
of Saptarishi Vasishta. More about all that will be exposed in some essays which follows. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jews_as_the_chosen_people

In fact, it has to be registered, that even the name … Jews … is just a temporary name for a group of people
who belong to this archetypal energy, not limited with space and time frame of any kind. These are people who
are deeply involved in assisting the Evolution, like for example seeding cultures and civilizations and making
stages for the Evolution to go on.5 Actually, to be entirely precise, the real Vedic name should be used for them,
and this is … Prajapatis.

Prajapatis  are all  those who are involved in doing,  helping,  or  assisting the Evolution to go smoothly and
effortlessly. The play of Evolution needs the stage to be played, and somebody needs to be involved in setting
up such stage or stages. As we now from Vedic Texts, seven Saptarishis are considered to be Prajapatis. From
the same Vedic literature we learned that Lord Brahma is the Creator, and he is considered as the Prajapati as
well. But Lord Vishnu is also considered to be Prajapati, because of his role to perpetually have control over
how the Evolution is going on. He is the one who will motivate and initiate seeding of civilizations. These stages
of Evolution play to go on are in his domain. Of course, this is where he needs assistance and help. This is
where Chosen Ones are coming in. Therefore, in Vedic terms, Chosen Ones are Prajapatis. Or, sometimes we
just use the term … Seeders …

Many words could be possibly spent to describe this very special  relationship between the Jews and God,
between God and the Jews, but one description attracted my attention very much. Actually, it is very short, but
it is very deep indeed.  This is what …  Maharishi Mahesh Yogi …, great Man of Wisdom of 20ed and 21st
century once said about Chosen Ones:
 

About the „Chosen Ones“ and „Others“     (1960s)

Question: On what basis God made the "Chosen Ones"?

MAHARISHI: The Chosen Ones of God are those who cling onto Him, who hang onto Him. And the rebel sons are who run away from 
Him. (laughing) “Chosen” - not that the God chooses them but they make themselves “chosen” they choose themselves. They make 
themselves near God they are “chosen” is because they are found near. 

Otherwise, God is equally open to all just open to all. Those who hang on to Him and others run away from Him. Those who run away
from Him, fine. Otherwise, God is God, is all-merciful Father of all. And Father loves his children alike. He who serves him better gets 
his immediate attention. Love is there for all. He who serves him most receives his immediate attention. And that is all the difference.
 

… but this can take us even deeper into the labyrinths of past times and history. That we shall need to cover 
some other time perhaps.

As we have seen so far, there are some very specific rules for Avatar Vishnu’s chart casting. Nothing special, but
I will not go into these details right now, because I already did explain all details before. Just to observe, it
seems, there are no secrets about that. It is even offered that we have a lot of signs, omens, and signals which
are telling … yes, this is it … this is the right chart. And this is where I plunged into a big research again. And … I
did found it!

5 Seeding cultures and civilizations is very complex undertaking. In the dark era we just passed through, things are little bit upside down,
basically due to the very strong negative energy principle exposed. Too much of negative energy cannot exist for a long on isolated way,
because it becomes extremely  destructive, and eventually even self-destructive. Therefore, the negative energy itself, was mixed up with
positive elements, just to ensure enough of balance for Evolution to go on smoothly in such dark ages. This is where the concept of
nations as we know them today, came into existence. Such concept of nations is not ethnically based, it is more like that ethnically
different groups with different genetic haplotypes, and with different energies of course, will be mixed together, just to balance energies,
so that the Evolution can go on smoothly enough throughout the Dark Age as well. This concept is not ideal of course, because mixing
ethnically different groups is against Natural Law. Therefore, it is better not to be surprised if you find these Prajapatis, like Jews and
some other groups similar to them, if you find them within your nations as well. Do not be surprised with that very basic fact. However,
this concept could possibly be time limited.       
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King David was born on March 26, 1038 B.C.E. As the birthplace I took Bethlehem again because many stories
and actual facts agree with such an idea. And I can say right from the very beginning, it is fitting perfectly well
into the natal chart of King David. I’ve studied a lot of material, documentaries, downloaded all movies about
King David, and all that I can say is: “This is it!” The time is 11.17 AM Local Mean Time (LMT).
 
Again we have the unbelievable game, play, and dance of planets in action. Again three houses hosted almost
all planets, but this time they gathered in the ninth house, the house of Dharma, good fortune, law, natural
law, and religion … Here is the natal chart – the Janma Kundali.

The natal chart of King David (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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In this particular case, it looks like a bucket for water bearing. Or, the Sanskrit word is … kumbha …
 
Then, next in longitude comes exalted Shukra-Venus on 7D50 Meena-Pisces. In this case, Shukra represents the
head of that beautiful woman. Then we have two planets at the same degree … Mangal-Mars at 8D13 and
Shani-Saturn at 8D20 … these two planets represent the shoulders of that beautiful woman because they are at
the same degree. Then, we have all other planets forming the body of that beautiful woman. Guru-Jupiter is on
15D50 Meena-Pisces, two planets in the tenth house in Mesha-Aries … Budha-Mercury 15D26 … and … Surya-
Sun 23D14 … along with Ketu in eleventh in Vrishabha-Taurus … 7D31 … so they all  form a body of that
beautiful woman. And this is the complete image which comes out: 
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This is Kumbha, Aquarius, or Water carrier-Water bearer from Ahichchhatra, U.P., India, held in the National Museum of India, New Delhi. They say
this is a terracotta art-work dated to the 5th century C.E. They also named it “Gangha”, but it doesn’t have anything to do with goddess Ganga and
river Ganga, because this is an astrological concept again. We see that very clearly because the Kumbha is standing on the mythical underwater
creature Makara, which is commonly represented in the form of a sea-goat: a mythical creature that is half goat, half fish. Makara is considered as
Capricorn in Vedic Astrology. This is supposed to say that Kumbha is coming after Makara, and this is exactly the situation on the Sky; on the Ecliptic
the eleventh asterism Aquarius is just next to, or coming after, the tenth asterism Capricorn, and this is a symbolism which that art-work is telling:
Kumbha is standing on the Makara. Thus, this is entirely an astrological concept. We also see an attendant holds a parasol over Water Carrier. This is
also telling that this woman water carrier is very special; this is not just an ordinary woman. This is a deity. This is a goddess, but not the Ganga as
Indian sources are willing to tell us. Actually, we need to question and scrutinize all other facts about this terracotta art-work including the carbon
dating. It happened that in the dark age of ignorance Brahmins of India put a lot of smoke over real historical facts, and by photo-shopping many
details, they declined plenty of historical situations into myths and legends. The dimensions of the art-work are: height: 171 cm (67 in), width: 74 cm
(29 in), depth: 40 cm (16 in).

 This is the … Water Bearer … Water carrier … Aquarius … or … Kumbha … in Jyotish. The person who carries
water. This is an eleventh sign of the zodiac. Kumbha in Sanskrit means “pot” … like ceramic pot … it is nicely
depicted in two following photos:
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We can go now more in details,  and reconsider our initial  image again. The beginning part with Chandra,
Shukra, Mangal, and Shani, is the same. Then Guru-Jupiter forms the complete remaining part of the body of
Kumbha. Then we have Budha-Mercury which represents intellect, and the seat of the intellect is in the head,
so this can be the head of the creature called Makara, then we have Surya-Sun as a body, and Ketu as a tail of
mythical creature Makara. Ketu is a tail anyway, so this is very easy to be imagined. Now, if we look at this way,
then  the  unbelievable  dance  of  planets  expose  exactly  an  image  shown  by  this  terracotta  art-work
… Kumbha standing on … the  Makara … where  the emphasis  is  on  the Kumbha,  the  Aquarius,  the  Water
Carrier, the Water Bearer.
 
Then, what does all that mean? And this is now the crucial point of the complete story. Here again, we have the
message, an instruction manual, telling us: “Set up the Navamsa lagna to Kumbha-Aquarius rashi!” And when
we do that,  what we get? We get another pot, another Kumbha,  the secondary Kumbha, telling us: “Yes,
confirmed, you did well!” This is amazing! Again we have an almost identical story; dancing planets, like in the
case of Jesus, but now with a different image and different meaning. This is the instruction manual again.

Interestingly, when we do all appropriate settings on this way, we get Atmakaraka (AK) to be in the ninth house
of Navamsa, and this is where it traditionally stays with almost all Vishnu incarnations. Almost … this is a very
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appropriate word, because, in some cases, though very rarely, it will be found that AK is not there in the ninth
of the Navamsa. But, such cases will be discussed separately when we find them. Nevertheless, this is one more
indication that we did set up exactly the right natal chart of King David.

I do not want to go into King David’s chart explanation right now. It can be long story after all. This I will leave
for experts to do. The exposed natal chart has a possible error of maximum few minutes up or down. The basic
meaning is the same, only some fine divisional charts can be changed, like D-60 for example. Same is with the
place of birth, which can vary a little bit within the circle of 20-30 kilometers. The integrity of an image should
be kept, so coordinates cannot change a lot. It is true, some other places right on the east would fit well also,
but that would change the birth time also. The crucial point is that the Bethlehem very probably was the true
birthplace of King David. 

 
So, King David … March 26, 1038 B.C.E. at 10.56 AM LMT in Bethlehem.

We see now the theory about casting natal charts of Vishnu incarnations works well. Now we know how to do
that. And we can use it for any appearance, any incarnation of Avatar Vishnu.
 
We see it is always Karkha lagna being used. But sometimes lagna longitude is close to the end of this sign, and
then some features of Simha rashi are activated. Sometimes lagna longitude is on the opposite side, just at the
beginning of the Karkha rashi, and this will give some features of Mithuna rashi. So we see that an enormous
number of combinations are possible, though all is oriented around Karkha rashi.

Nevertheless, there is a way to look at that differently. Between the lines, we can now read the main intention
of such choice. Between the lines, we can read an intention to make the job of finding his charts easier. People
can individually come with any lagna-ascendent, and for this particular purpose of Vishnu incarnations, it could
be any lagna as well, of course. No doubt that this is possible. Nevertheless, it is as that somebody wanted to
make our job to find the birth time easier. We also see now that two cases with Jesus and King David were of
an educational nature. Indeed, we have been educated on how to do that. This we can also consider as an
invitation, I think. Because, no any Jyotishi of high esteem would ever make and consider anybody’s chart
without the permission of the person, the owner of the natal chart. Of course, historic individuals, as well as
public persons,  should be considered a different way. According to my opinion, here we see not only that
permission is given, but we are also invited and encouraged to do that. Indeed, we are invited!
 
Then, another clue that something is very fishy in the story of King David comes from his natal chart itself.
There I found one very interesting clue. There we have a situation which I already did find in some natal charts.
I did find such situations where lagna lord-lagnesh, is conjoined with Shani-Saturn in the ninth house. I am
talking about Karkha lagna situation. Saturn, in that case, is lord of the eighth house which is telling about
longevity. I studied this situation very carefully. The general reading is short life if the eighth lord is meeting
with lagnesh. A similar situation we have in David’s natal chart. Lagnesh Chandra is meeting Shani in the ninth
house, what could indicate the short life of David. Therefore, this is another clue which is contradicting to all
official history notes that King David lived a long life. Actually, the situation is completely opposite. It seems
that King David did not live long. And this is where I started my calculation. Let say that King David lived
maximally 40 years, and that would give us an orientation that he died (or was killed) around 998 B.C.E. If we
take now minimum 10 years as a gap toward next incarnation, then we came to the year 988. B.C.E. 

And this is exactly where I checked first for the birth date of King Solomon. Unbelievable! … It was there! …
 
This is the natal chart of King Solomon … 
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The natal chart of King Solomon (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.

Unbelievable! It was there. I think this is the very true natal chart of King Solomon.
 
All that means only one thing.

 
King Solomon is not the son of King David!

 
That means King Solomon is not the third king of the United Kingdom of Israel. He was the fourth king instead.
There was somebody else in between as a third king. But who was that?
 
I think there is no way for Solomon to come if that would not have been his own genetic line. Genetic lineage
was very important especially at that time. Therefore, his father must have been of his lineage. Then, who
could possibly that have been?
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According to my opinion, there is only one explanation. That could have been only one son of King David
himself. But which one? I think the story of the rebellion of one son of King David was not as innocent as scripts
are telling us. I think this is the one. It seems that this one son of King David was more negative than scripts and
history books want to tell us. That rebelled son, it seems, killed King David, he took his wives, or some of them,
especially Bathsheba. It was Bathsheba who gave a birth to King Solomon. This part  of the official story is
correct. In that case, Bathsheba was wife and mother, both, but in different incarnations. We see that game of
wife-mother with Chandra and Shukra in the ninth house again. Rahu is there who will amplify this game of
Shukra and Chandra hundreds of times. Unbelievable!
 
Now about the natal chart itself. We see exalted Guru in the Navamsa Kundali also. This exalted Guru has
permeated the complete natal chart. We also see Parivarthana yoga by Shukra and Guru because they did
exchange rulerships.  Therefore,  houses eleventh and ninth are especially connected, and this  phenomenal
exalted Guru along with all these specific combinations will make that person enormously rich. And what is the
source of that  richness?  The source  is  the knowledge,  deep knowledge about natural  laws,  what  we call
miracles sometimes, wisdom, some holly tradition and God himself. The source can be some woman or many
women. We see that this chart is talking about many wives the chart owner is having. Some sources would say,
700 wives and 300 concubines.

We also see that Guru and Shani are looking into each other. We say they are “shooting” on each other. And
this is also Guru-Sani Yoga, so to say. This situation I have already seen with some other very interesting person
whom we shall consider very soon as well. Thus, instead Guru and Sani being conjunct, as we have seen such
cases many times so far along with casting natal charts of Vishnu incarnations, they are looking on each other,
they aspect each other. The degree is very close, so any transit of Guru or Sani will trigger some turbulent
situations.
 
We  also  see  debilitated  Mangal  in  the  first  house.  Debilitation  of  Mars-Mangal  in  Karkha  rashi  is  very
disputable, we know that, but anyway, some negative aspect of Mangal will  be embedded into the mental
profile of King Solomon, as well it was the situation with King Cyrus. But what is the negative aspect of Mangal?
This is quarrels, aggression, war … Such Mangal in the first house means … “Do not mess with me! Take my
conditions, or … there will be a war!!!” And there were many wars! And he got them all!

We also see that Surya is exalted in the tenth house, as we already have seen many times before. This is the
very strong prerogative of the king and kingship. I think, and this is a very plausible option, that King Solomon
lived a long life, about 80 years.

As we can easily conclude, the main character of both stories, the story of King David and of King Solomon, is
actually Bathsheba. In some strange way, she became the lover, and very soon afterward the wife of King
David, but she was the mother of King Solomon as well. What if we try to find her natal chart as well? Well, to
make it short, somehow it happened this natal chart surfaced as well. The story of how all was done is not so
short, therefore we rather leave that for some other time.

She was born on March 10, 1022 B.C.E. LMT.

Here is the natal chart …
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The natal chart of Bathsheba (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.

Exalted Guru-Jupiter from the tenth house dominates an entire natal chart. There is a mutual seventh aspect of
Saturn-Sani and Sun-Surya, both exalted. Tula-Libra lagna-ascendant is exposed in Navamsa divisional chart as
well, what will additionally give rise to that sign, to the Shukra-Venus, and to the first house itself. Saturn-Sani,
Rahu and Ketu,  and Chandra-Moon are in Vargottama Yoga, what will  give  the additional importance and
power. But the crucial problem of this natal chart are five mrita-dead planets; these planets will not expose
given potential. An additional problem is the reflected influence of Mangal-Mars from the Navamsa to the
eight house Janma Kundali, what in the chart of female always give some indication of husband’s longevity
afflictions. As we know now, she had two husbands being killed.     

She most probably did marry for the first time in the middle of July 1009 B.C.E., in her … Sa-Sk-Ma-Sk … period
of dasha system. She was very young, that was an arranged marriage before her puberty. The transit of planets
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appoints on and supports that timing as well. The natal chart explicitly exposes no any doubt about her beauty
and attractiveness.  She was an absolute beauty. That famous and controversial love affair with King David
started on …  July 6, 1007 B.C.E. … in her dasha period …  Sa-Sk-Ke-Ra-Bu … It must have been in summer
somehow because Bathsheba was bathing in her garden, or, some sources would mention, on the roof of her
house, therefore, it was definitely not could; it should have been some pleasant weather conditions. This is
how King David could have seen her from the terrace of his palace while she was bathing. As King David was
killed around 998 B.C.E. by his rebelled son, they had about 8-9 years of life together.

As I already mentioned before, he, King David, came soon as King Solomon himself.         

Therefore, now we see that we cannot lean on almost any document, any old scripture, or narratives of any
source. Though we find confirmation of many facts The Old Testament exposes, we see now that everything
could be modified and corrupted. We actually see that King David did not have time to build up the Temple,
though he had started with preparations and material collecting. He has gone too early. But the story was so
perfidiously compiled how the God himself told to King David … No, no … no … you cannot build up the Temple
… You have killed so many people … You are a big sinner … But your son will do that … That means “his son
Solomon”, who actually was not his son. David did it anyway, but on another way, because he did find a way to
come back quickly. And he came back in so magnificent way … as King Solomon. So many miracles around him
… talking with animals … especially with birds … well … I am just curious to see all other achievements of King
Solomon, and what are their connections with the world of today. It must be some connection, right?

For example, the question, or better to say, an idea, where the Ark of the Covenant had finished, has been
preoccupying my mind for  so long.  As we know, it  was King David who brought it  to Jerusalem with the
intention to be part of his temple. That temple was finally built up by King Solomon and he placed the Ark of
Covenant within the Temple itself.  It  was staying there not as decoration only, or … as a reminder of the
glorious history of Jews only. Ark of Covenant is actually a very sophisticated Ether-Akasha device. In fact, the
Arc of Covenant was a very vital part of the Great Pyramid at Giza Plateau. That was the core of the Pyramid
itself, the condenser of enormous capacity which should be installed as the central part of any pyramid of such
kind. Nevertheless, the Ark of Covenant is much more than condenser only. This is actually the standalone
device which can perform many different tasks. All tasks and functions are connected with the Ether-Akasha.
This is where we need to say more about how the Great Pyramid was built up. 

The Great Pyramid at Giza Plateau was built  up by Hermes Trismegistus.  I  am talking now about  the real
Hermes Trismegistus. The Real Hermes Trismegistus built it up together with his great teacher, the previous
incarnation of Prophet John the Baptizer. It took about a hundred years to finish it. Hermes Trismegistus was
the main architect while his teacher was the director of the project, let’s put it that way. The time frame should
be narrowed to about 500 years before the Big Flood. That was the Sat Yuga or Golden Age, a little bit after the
peak of that Age. We can roughly say, all that was happening sometime around 10.500 B.C.E. The mentioned
condenser and the complete device itself, they are not of earthly origin; they are of extraterrestrial origin.
According to my approximation, that pyramid was fully in function till around 3000 B.C.E. Full function means
that it was working as an energy power station, and as consciousness rising machine, both simultaneously.
When fully in function, it did not look like it looks today when the step-like structure of mega blocks is being
seen. At that time the surface was nicely covered with special kind of limestone and polished completely, so
that staircase profile was not being seen. That means, the original color was white, whitish; of the color of
casing limestone. Kind of limestone was used which doesn’t contain any magnesium, so it is more like natural
dielectric,  insulator,  providing  excellent  insulating  features.  At the top there was a capstone of  pure gold
needed very much for the functionality of the pyramid, forming the sharp pinnacle of the pyramid, what is
missing now. It is obvious that the golden pinnacle and golden capstone of the pyramid were removed in a
certain moment. Even today we can easily observe that the top of the pyramid is slightly different than the rest
of the pyramid. The pyramid itself was built up as an Ether-Akasha electric device. In fact, electricity and Ether-
Akasha  are  very  closely  connected  and  interrelated.  To  be  precise  completely,  behind  any  electric
manifestation there is an Ether-Akasha behind. Only thing, Ether-Akasha is more profound, very sophisticated,
and it is hidden behind gross level electrons and electricity, and we do not observe it easily. If we want to have
Ether-Akasha only, we need to separate the two. Beneath the Pyramid, there were some tunnels built up and
filled with highly conductive materials to connect the pyramid nicely with underground aquifers. There were
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pockets of water beneath the pyramid because the Nile River was just maybe a hundred meters away at that
time. Since that moment, until  today,  the Nile River migrated several tenths of kilometers away from the
pyramid. Those aquifers were very important in order to provide the best possible grounding of the pyramid.
The condenser was placed there in the central room, what they call Kings Chamber. That was the very heart of
the pyramid. Within the Kings Chamber, there is a small structure called … “sarcophagus” … where the Ark of
Covenant-Condenser was normally placed, and it was being made of pink granite, the stone material rich in
magnesium and some other similar minerals, so it is electrically highly conductive. Actually, big inner portions
of  the  pyramid  itself  are  built  up  from  such  highly  conductive  pink  granite.  The  complete  pyramid  was
functioning in pulsating mode, so-called push-pull mode … or … pull and push … Half of one pulse was to imbibe
surrounding existing Ether-Akasha which is bombarding the Earth permanently. Another half of the pulse was
used to release an enormous amount of negative ions into the surrounding area. That was elevating human
consciousness,  and at the same time could be used as a wireless electricity source. It  was just enough to
connect specially designed light lamps with the ground, and they would be illuminated with a brilliant glow.
That was just one way to use this energy. They used it in electrochemistry as well, and metallurgy … and there
were many, many other ways to use it.         

The  Ark  of  Covenant-Condenser  contains  built-in  control  board,  where  it  is  possible  to  adjust  certain
parameters in order to choose the mode of work of the Device. They say the casing is of pure gold. The Device
can achieve and produce many effects; it can be the source of Ether-Akasha for human healing, well-being and
raising the consciousness level, as it was used while being placed in the Solomon Temple. Then, people were
obliged to come and visit the Temple on regular basis, for the purpose of keeping their consciousness high in
order to violate as less as possible natural laws and making fewer sins. King Solomon knew very well about one
very important cosmic law, which by the way is the very important law of Vedic Administration. He knew that
collective consciousness is running the country actually, not the ruler or leader. According to the Vedic Science,
the  king,  or  any kind of  leader  of  the country,  is  just  the  innocent  reflection  or  mirror  of  the Collective
Consciousness  of  the Nation.  He knew very  well  that  in  order  to  make a  problem free  kingdom,  he was
supposed to elevate the consciousness of the people to the higher possible level. And this is exactly what he
did.6

Another function the Arc of Covenant Device could perform is to produce such a pushing wave which can push
objects including water. Remember that Ether-Akasha is longitudinal, or we call it also … the pressure wave. If
parameters are adjusted this way, strong pressure wave was possible to be produced, which will even make
passage in the river, sea or lake, just by pushing the water away. This is the background for legendary Second
Exodus from Egypt and crossing the Red Sea, or … the Reed Sea, as it is proved to be the correct translation. It
was the Ark of Covenant behind.

The third function, nicely recorded by history and Biblical texts, is the Jericho’s wall destruction. Everybody
knows this story. The thing is that the mysterious box priests were carrying around the city walls was the Arc of
Covenant  Device  so  adjusted  to  produce  strong  standing  waves,  what  is  called  scalar  waves  today.  The
resonant frequency of the heavy wall’s structure was achieved … and by permanent repeated exposure of the
walls to these waves … the wall finally crashed and collapsed. Trumpets the priests were using did not have any
role in this story, except just to make camouflage on the very characteristic strong hiss the Device produces
when being in action.

Now,  we  can  ask  ourselves  why  Ether-Akasha  would  expose  such  different  features  and  perform  such
significantly different tasks. Well, this is a long story indeed, and we need to turn back toward the origin of

6 According to the Vedic Science, Collective Consciousness of the Nation is a living organism. As everything is interconnected within the
entire  Universe,  Collective  consciousness  of  the  Nation is  considered as  extension  of  family  and city  consciousness.  It  has  its  own
physiology made up of individual physiologies of every member of that society. If people are embedded in higher states of consciousness,
like Cosmic Consciousness for instance, they automatically know how to live in tune with Natural Law, they do not make sins, and
Collective Consciousness of such society is not burdened with stress, illnesses, or deviation of any kind. Such Nation is ready to achieve
Invincibility.  Completely  opposite  will  happen  if  people  are  out  of  higher  states  of  consciousness.  Because  of  not  having  proper
education,  they  commit  sins,  produce  stress  of  any  kind,  diseases,  and  many  other  deviations  within  the  society,  the  Collective
Consciousness becomes weak, opening terrain for social unrest, civil wars, and wars in general. In fact, out of Cosmic Consciousness, out
of Eden, life of men is pretty miserable. Therefore, just to conclude, the Collective Consciousness is a living organism. It can be cleansed
and purified, it can be cherished …          
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Ether-Akasha. I’ve already exposed recently some thinking on Ether-Akasha, so I will be free to repeat it now
again with some small revisions of course.

                                                                        * * *

Level of consciousness we have on Earth depends upon astronomical background. Level of consciousness of humans on Earth is directly
proportional to the level of Ether-Akasha present on the Earth. Thus, the Ether or Akasha is the keyword. But what is Ether-Akasha? 

First, let say what is not. Akasha is not a vacuum! It is not an empty space as well. It is not an Air. It is not the Sky either. What then
Akasha is? 

Akasha is the first expression of the un-manifested transcendental pure consciousness when it starts to manifest. This is … The Light …
from so famous verse of the Genesis:

“And God said, “Let there be Light”. And there was Light”.

In fact, we see that we are very familiar with Akasha, with the Ether, the first thing that had occurred in still non-manifested creation.
This is sort of vibration of course, though, it is necessary to explain that it doesn’t have anything to do with electromagnetic waves or
Hertzian waves, how Nikola Tesla called these electromagnetic waves, which are transverse waves by the way. This is very important to
have  in  mind,  because,  somehow  it  happened,  only  by  mentioning  waves  and  radiation  we  predominately  think  on  such
electromagnetic waves. 

Actually, Ether-Akasha is completely another kind of vibration. These waves are pressure waves, what we also call longitudinal waves.
We do not need an antenna to pick them up. Simply, we can influence the Ether-Akasha by pressure, or … Ether-Akasha can make an
influence on us by … pressure.  Or, it can simply pass through us … if  some parameters are tuned this  way. Ether-Akasha acts and
behaves more like fluids,  like liquids and gasses. Ether-Akasha is also being called …  Luminiferous Ether, because it carries the light
itself. This is the media in which the light is being carried on. This immediately gives us an answer if there is something faster than the
speed of light. Of course, there is … the vibration contained in the Ether-Akasha is much faster than light, because, simply, it carries the
light.  

Ether-Akasha, due to the fact it is so close to the source, contains enormous energy and power, and all other manifestations in the
Creation occurred from the Ether-Akasha itself, including all material particles, and what we call material world; this Universe of ours,
other parallel  universes, and entire Creation literally.  Our bodies, our physiologies,  they are also produced by Ether-Akasha, but by
extremely rarified Ether-Akasha. As we are running away from the Source, we are actually going down dimensionally, and we have less
Ether-Akasha around … our bodies are less etheric … they are more “material” …  and this in the final stage can be proved as a problem.
Thus, we cannot run from the Source endlessly.    

In fact, Ether-Akasha is so beneficial for us,  for our physical body, and for our consciousness as well.  Permanent exposure to such
radiation for a certain amount of time daily while radiation is fully adjusted and tuned with physiology, can cure all our diseases, and can
rise up our level of consciousness. Therefore, our state of consciousness is directly and closely related to the Ether-Akasha. Getting
Cosmic Consciousness or Enlightenment how we call it, is nothing else then permeating our body with Ether ... with Akasha ... and this is
a completely mechanical process. Only later on the way, on the way toward God Consciousness (GC), and Unity Consciousness (UC), it
will come devotion. It will come balancing of polarities we have embedded within ourselves ... it will come … Unity … in the final stage.
So Cosmic Consciousness ... Enlightenment ... is nothing else then being established in Ether-Akasha, and that is the reason we need to
have Ether-Akasha around if we want to get higher states of consciousness. That is the reason for going to the Himalayas, or some other
pure natural places, in the quest for Enlightenment. Spiritual seekers actually search for an unpolluted area where there is a lot of
Akasha ... or Prana ... what is just another name of the same. Ether-Akasha ... Prana ... Orgone … Chi …CANNOT COEXIST with pollution
of any kind. We need natural resources and natural materials all around us. We need a pure nature. Everything artificial and unnatural
has a devastating influence on Ether-Akasha.
 
Nevertheless, why do we know so less or almost nothing, about Akasha? This is the essential question, because, Akasha-Ether ... was
forbidden! It was forbidden to talk about,  it  was forbidden to think  about.  The knowledge about Akasha could raise  the level  of
consciousness of Humanity, and that is the reason it was completely forbidden topic for last few thousand years, all along with this Dark
Age we just left behind us. But some few hundred years ago Ether-Akasha was rediscovered. All along with the Victorian Era, the Ether-
Akasha was the subject of deep scientific research. They did find out that Akasha is directly responsible for Gravitation Force, and it did
find its own way to the formula of Gravitation. But shortly afterward, Akasha mysteriously disappeared from the formula of Gravitation,

as well as it did disappear from the Science itself!
7
  

Indeed, even some hundred years ago scientists knew about Ether-Akasha very well. Nikola Tesla was one of them. He very quickly
discovered its full potential and power, and he invented ways how to harness Ether-Akasha and use it for the benefit of the mankind on

7 There is a very interesting book with the title “Lost Science” … https://www.amazon.com/Lost-Science-Gerry-
Vassilatos/dp/0932813755 ... by Gerry Vassilatos, exposing that we live far beyond our possibilities when advanced technologies are in 
the question.
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a grand scale. The ancient world was full of such kind machines-power plants, like pyramids and similar. Even a hundred years ago Tesla
did  develop the complete technology  for  the Age of Enlightenment.  He developed special  motors which worked on Ether-Akasha,
special heaters for heating houses and homes, light devices ... all on Ether-Akasha. But what was the problem? The problem was ... this
energy was/is free!!!
 
Thus, shortly after it was rediscovered, Akasha disappeared from the Gravity formula, but luckily it did not disappear from Patanjali Yoga
Sutras ... where it is still involved in Yogic Flying. It is still there! Yogic Flying and levitation, they are not utopia. This is not a wishful
thinking. Yogic Flying becomes reality when the body is being saturated with the Ether-Akasha … and then … the Ether-Akasha takes
control over what we call “matter”. And then Gravitational Force is nullified entirely. This is the scientific background of Yogic Flying and
levitation. I invite all scientists of the New Paradigm to unify their efforts in order that Ether-Akasha will be reestablished back to the
formula of Gravitation, where it does belong. After all, it seems that a lot of experiments are being done on so-called … Antigravity
Propulsion System … Though this is a very conspirative field, because, a lot of experiments are being done in total secrecy.   

The fact is that all energy and intelligence (Ether-Akasha) which come to the Earth from the Galactic Center or Brahmastan of our Galaxy
Milky Way, depend upon moving of the Earth and Solar system throughout the Space. Sometimes this energy flow is obstructed and on
Earth, we have dark ages and vice versa, when no abstraction of energy flow ... there is a bright age on Earth. Therefore, there are cycles
... and cycles ... and cycles ... and cycles within cycles. Just cycles everywhere! Our planet Earth performs at least 8-10 complex moving
simultaneously, and all that is filtering incoming energy and intelligence. We depend so much on every our move within the Space.
Amazing!

Modern Science of today easily is coming back to rediscover the Ether-Akasha.
8
 They already discovered that about 75% of the energy

of the entire Universe is so called … mysterious Dark Energy.
9
 In fact, this is the Ether-Akasha. Close to this, they also discovered so-

called … Dark Matter.
10

 This is also the Ether-Akasha, but rarified a little bit, though without big rarefication so that it did not condense

into what we see as a solid matter. It is still invisible to us and for our instruments, and only by some intermediate ways, we know about
because it is gravitationally active. Astrophysicists did find that all galaxies including our own, have a big halo (aura) of Dark Matter, with
very strong gravitation, and only one very small percentage condensed into what we see as visible matter; visible stars, galaxies, and
planets. And this is exactly the point where and when the Science will be reborn again … only when it cognizes the true nature of life,
and that is the Ether-Akasha as the first manifestation of un-manifested pure transcendental consciousness.

Ether-Akasha was a basic substrate for knowledge systems of all ancient civilizations. Ancient Egypt was entirely leaned onto the Ether-
Akasha. Pyramids of Egypt, are nothing else then Ether-Akasha Machines. All was done to keep the level of consciousness high according
to standards of Sat Yuga, for which they knew it is about to fade out. Because, the level of Ether-Akasha on Earth was declining, and
with this decline inevitably the level of consciousness of humans was declining as well. They tried to preserve and to prolong high level
of consciousness as long as it was possible. The origin point of the Egyptian Civilization should be considered the same as with the Vedic
Civilization in India, some 18.000 years before our time.

The Vedic Civilization in India was entirely based on the knowledge of Ether-Akasha as well. Veda is knowledge of how to live in perfect
harmony with  the Natural  Law.  Basic  presumption of  Veda is  higher  states  of  consciousness  for  humans  to  have because this  is
considered as a normal state of consciousness for humans to live in. Thus, Veda and all belonging branches are here just to help us to
elevate ourselves into higher states of consciousness. Therefore, all limbs and subdivisions of Veda, they all do highlight the search for
Ether-Akasha.

Let’s take Sthapatyaveda for example. This is a branch of Vedic Knowledge which is entirely devoted to designing, architecting, and
building homes and houses according to Vastu principles, and that is, how to live fully tuned with Natural Law, with God’s Laws. The
entire Sthapatyaveda is organized and structured just about the point how to grasp and use Ether-Akasha to ensure our well-being and
promote higher  states  of  consciousness.  It  uses  the basic  principle  of  generating  a high  amount  of  negative  ions,  which  are very
beneficiary for our health and general well-being. In fact, it uses very well-known principle that Ether-Akasha when reaching any metal,
induces and generates such enormously high voltages within the lattices of the crystalline structure of the metal, what is measured in
millions of Volts so that electrons will be ejected out of that metallic structure. Then, these electrons will find themselves soaring in the
air, and because they are not stable particles, they will immediately join to the Oxygen atoms, which are just in the vicinity, by the way.

Thus, within the outer shell, the atom of Oxygen will have eight electrons instead of six, and that will promote it into a negative ion
11

.

That is the reason we always have … metallic Kalash … on top of the Sthapatyaveda House, in order such “miracle” to happen. And
then, we have the Brahmastan of the house, just as a freeway to carry all these freshly generated negative ions around every part, and
every corner of the house, so that dwellers can enjoy beneficial effects of negative ions. Even a small amount of negative ions will
produce dramatic effects on our health. Nevertheless, with further increase in a number of negative ions around us, that will promote

8 I  would recommend reading of  an extraordinary and so fascinating book  “Science and the Akashic Field: An Integral Theory of

Everything, Inner Traditions International, 2004, written by Hungarian philosopher of science, originally a classical pianist, Erwin Laszlo.
https://www.amazon.com/Science-Akashic-Field-Integral-Everything/dp/1594771812 

9 Beautiful article under the name “The Quintessential Universe” was published in special edition of the Scientific American Magazine in
December 2002. An article can be found at the following link … http://astroweb.case.edu/heather/us211.09/darkenergy.pdf

10 An extraordinary article of Vera Rubin under the title “Dark Matter in the Universe” was published in Scientific American Magazine
during 1998., and can be found at the following link …  https://mm-gold.azureedge.net/science/physics/DarkMatter-Rubin1998.pdf
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clear vision and dramatic change in the size of the pineal gland, where is the seat of all what we call … paranormal and metaphysical.
Well then, this is the basis for what we call … higher states of consciousness. Therefore, the Sthapatyaveda is basically leaning on the
science of electricity, so you will need a good electronic engineer to consult at first. Though need to say, that should be an electronic
engineer of the New Paradigm, who knows that behind any electric and electronic manifestation, there is actually the Ether-Akasha
behind. In fact, when the Vedic Civilization was at the peak, Sthapatyaveda was part of the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, where it entirely
belongs because of very strong connections with the entire Universe. Therefore, if you are involved in such projects, ensure that you
have proper metallic Kalash on top of your Sthapatyaveda house so that Ether-Akasha can do the final “magic” for you.

Well, based on all that, it becomes clear that the Ether-Akasha is the main target of our search and our quest. Because, when we find
and when we truly understand the true nature of Ether-Akasha, then the Enlightenment is not far away anymore. Thus, the search and
quest for the Ether-Akasha become our primary aim. Though need to mention this,  we have to  be careful  with ancient texts and
scriptures, because, simply they have undergone through terrible changes and modifications along with descending cycle and dark era
we just left behind. It is very likely that we shall not find the Ether-Akasha there.

* * *

Now, we see that before the Ether-Akasha was created … there was something else before anyway. Genesis
says that before the Light there was something else in fact. What was that?  The Word … Genesis says. The
Word was there before the Light. And what is the Word? This is that vibration itself! This is that longitudinal
pressure wave vibration. Un-manifested, non-moving, non-doing, self-referral transcendental consciousness,
what was only that it was, and what is only that it is and will ever be, that consciousness started to vibrate.
That transcendental consciousness, completely silent until that moment, started to move … started to vibrate.
The  God  started  to  talk.  This  is  the  first  manifestation  actually.  The  Ether-Akasha  is  made  out  of  these
vibrations, so in fact, it is the second manifestation of the pure transcendental consciousness when it started to
manifest. 

Well then, how this Ether-Akasha, the Light, which was the only thing that did exist in this primordial Creation,
how  did  this  initial  Ether-Akasha  start  to  diversify  and  to  differentiate?  How  did  this  uniformed,  totally
coherent and entirely homogeneous media achieve to produce some differences within itself? Here we recall
again the true nature of Ether-Akasha. This is a pressure wave actually. Pressure or longitudinal wave. The first
possible diversification is to change the duration of vibration. Instead of being full and continuous longitudinal
vibration, it can come in pulses; to vibrate … and then it can stop to vibrate … and then again to start to vibrate
… This is how impulses will be created with a certain duty cycle, depending on the ratio between vibration
being active and the gap between two consequent active vibrations. In fact, we get a train or long procession of
impulses and gaps between them. However, the contained energy within the Ether-Akasha beam will depend
upon the duty cycle.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duty_cycle

Bigger  or higher duty  cycle  and that means the duration of  the pulse vibration is  longer than the gap in
between (duty cycle bigger than 0.5), will give more energy and power to the Ether-Akasha beam. Lower duty
cycle (less than 0.5), where gaps are longer than the duration of vibration, will give Ether-Akasha beams with
lower energy and power. This is how we are getting Ether-Akasha beams of different nature. Some can heal our
body, some can just pass through our body, some can be like a summer breeze and making stings on our skin,
some can be very pushy and even move objects around … and make the passage-hole in the water, what will
look like that the sea is parting … Some Ether-Akasha beams can be of extremely damaging nature … even more
powerful then what we call Laser … It all  depends on how parameters are being set up. Therefore, just to

11 The knowledge about beneficial influence of negative ions on human physiology and human health becomes very important scientific
topic of modern time. There are many works published so far. For all those who want to improve beneficial influence of negative ions
within houses, offices and factories, there is one very useful instrument to use in order that the level of negative ions could be measured.
Today we have sophisticated, but very affordable instruments for measuring the presence of negative ions around us. They vary in size,
features, and price, of course, but good ones and portable, can be found even for few hundred Euros. They could possibly came under
different names, ion counter, ion meter, ion detector, but they all do the same function, they will give you precisely the number of
negative ions present in any spatial  environment you want. Such kind of  instrument could be practical for any household to have,
because there are always ways to increase the number of negative ions around. Furthermore, such instrument, I am sure, soon will
become standard tool for all architects, and especially for all Sthapatyaveda architects.
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conclude, the Ark of Covenant is a very powerful device ready to do so many different things depending on
how it is being programmed.

The Device was taken away from the Great Pyramid at the time when people called Hyksos by Egyptians, or,
they were called Asiatics as well, concurred the Delta of the Nile and North Egypt.12 That happened around
1600 B.C.E. - 1650 B.C.E. All until that time the Device was there in the Great Pyramid. Sometime around 3000
B.C.E. the pyramid itself lost its basic function to be energy power station and to serve for the purpose of
uplifting the level of consciousness of the entire country, but it was still used for different kind of things. For
example, it was used for spiritual initiations, and keeping the level of consciousness high for priesthood and
kings, pharaohs. It could have been used even for individual interstellar journeys … Then, along with the arrival
of Hyksos around 1650 B.C.E., the priests of Egypt, while withdrawing toward South of Egypt and Thebes, they
took the Arc of Covenant Device with them. They used it for keeping their own consciousness very high, and
along with some big improvements on a military level, during about hundred years, they grew up in strength
enough  to  win  over  Hyksos  and  to  expel  them  from  Egypt,  what  became  the  First  Exodus  actually.
Nevertheless,  only  that  military  component,  Hyksos,  they  were  expelled  at  that  moment,  what  would
correspond to the Kshatriya caste, while the Jews declared as Vaishya caste, they were entrapped within Egypt
itself and used as slaves, and they became the Jews we know them today. That is referring to the slavery of
Jews in Egypt, what lasted about three hundred years, all until the Second Exodus when they left Egypt, but on
a very controlled way under the leadership of Moses, who was nobody else then … the father of the Pharaoh
Akhenaten himself. He was one of the priests who ruled Egypt from the deep shadow, and they did not want
any change. Therefore, for Jews, that was kind of faked liberation. But this is a long story as well, and it needs
to be discussed in some other frame.

We see now that depending on the fact who is controlling the Arc of Covenant Device, this Device can be used
for Good and for Evil, for both. In fact, this device can be very dangerous indeed. That is the reason there was a
big fight for that Device all along the history of the antic world, as long it was taken from the Great Pyramid
itself. King David took it and he made to be in his possession in some miraculous way. King Solomon used it for
only the good purpose, now this is definitely proved to be true. And now we know why the Arc of Covenant
played such important role in the Temple of Solomon. It was the source of Ether-Akasha, very important for
uplifting the level of consciousness of the people. 

How the Temple of Solomon did look like, we can see if we take a careful look on the Diocletian Palace in Split
in Croatia, which is the true replica of the Solomon Temple.13 In fact, recently it was proved that this was not
the residential palace of Emperor Diocletian, how it was declared initially, and how it got the name; it was more
like very sophisticated thermal bad, with a lot of water; seawater and fresh water. Seawater itself has a lot of
healing qualities.  They used very profound knowledge of the ancient time in order to keep balance in the
physiology and not to get diseases. They also know how to cure all diseases natural way. For consciousness to
be uplifted on an individual level, one should be healthy first of all. As well, the presence of the Ark of the
Covenant device was registered there in the Diocletian Palace in Split. Therefore, that was the true replica of

12 Please note that these Hyksos, or Asiatics, were part of big migration from the Vedic Civilization in India which did happen around
2000 B.C. - 1900 B.C. along with big catastrophic events including earthquakes and other big tectonic changes, when the river Sarasvati
dried up entirely, and disappeared from the surface by giving some tributaries to the Indus River and to the Ganges River. Therefore,
Aryan Invasion did happen, but not INTO INDIA. Instead, Aryan Invasion did happen along with moving Aryans … FROM INDIA. From
northern parts of India, they gradually migrated toward Levant and Mediterranean. Those were light skin people, and at that moment
they still  did have strong caste system organization. It was Kshatriya caste (soldiers and warriors) predominant at that time. Those
warriors still preserved some high level of consciousness, but they were falling gradually. They were well trained, incredibly skillful, nicely
organized and with very sophisticated weaponry for that time, including composite bow, profound arrows of great precision, and horses
and chariots. Thus, they were concurring easily all others who happened to be on their way. After all, this is exactly how Egyptians called
them:  Hyksos-Those who are concurring  other  countries.  This  complete  story  was  terribly  deformed in  all  later  books  and texts,
especially about the time of German-born Orientalist Maximillian Muller who lived in Great Britain almost all his life. The complete fraud
was born with the main motive to hide who real Aryans really are. Here and there on some places can be found that official history
comes close to this point. German Egyptologist Wolfgang Heckel in some of his works mentioned Jews were part of big Aryan invasion
out of India. But then, such an idea was somehow rejected again.          

13 Diocletian was Roman Emperor of Illyrian origin, originating from Split, modern Croatia. Later on, through analyzing his natal chart,
and through deciphering his true role as an emperor, it will be proved he was Vishnu incarnation as well. More about his very important
role in protecting the true knowledge given out in Jesus’ time, will be covered along with further research and with further essays. 
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Solomon Temple along with the true function restored, and that is … uplifting the level of consciousness of the
people.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diocletian's_Palace
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Indeed, in the Solomon’s Temple, everything was programmed to be in function for consciousness uplifting.
Most probably it did contain healing department as well, with pools, baths and different massage rooms, and
all  that  for  the  rejuvenation  purpose.  The  Temple  itself  was  bigger  complex  with  many  buildings,  most
probably. But the main building, what we can call the real Temple, hosted the Ark of Covenant Device. Many of
those buildings were built up of cedar wood. Cedar wood is very important in this story because cedar tree is a
phenomenal absorber of Ether-Akasha in the free atmosphere. This is about Lebanon Cedar Tree. All trees are
doing this job, imbibing Ether-Akasha from the atmosphere, and giving it to the people in most appropriate
form for them. That is the reason people intuitively feel so well in forests. They reflexively go there, and they
automatically feel better. They even do not know why. But it is not the oxygen and ozone only what is doing
the magic; it is this transformed Ether-Akasha, what we also call … the Prana … Thus, all trees are doing such
kind of job perfectly well, but Cedar tree is kind of champion.14 For many hundreds of years it would have had
an ability to absorb the Ether-Akasha, and then, when it was ripe, it was taken for construction of palaces and
temples. Cedar wood was very expensive at that time. There is a story that King Solomon gave five cities to the
King Hiram of Phoenicia for cedar wood, gold, carpenters, and expert masons to build up his Temple15. It is also
important to mention, the complete structure of the Temple was aligned with the Earth axis by having 23.4
degrees  from the  North,  or  …  66.6  degrees …  from the  East.  This  we can see by the  orientation of  the
Diocletian’s Palace in Split, where remnants are still there in the city center, and though degraded heavily, the
basic structure is still being seen. We see now that everything was oriented around Ether-Akasha, how to grasp
it, and how to use it for the benefit of the people.

The Arc of Covenant was placed in Solomon’s Temple and programmed to uplift the level of consciousness of
the people. But the story of functioning is not entirely finished yet. The fact is that the Arc of Covenant is just
the source of one-pointed Ether-Akasha beam of beams. Most probably this is not one beam only; instead,
many equal  and coherent  beams are produced with  the same duty  cycle,  but  exposing  the highest  one-
pointedness and narrowness. Therefore, such kind of beam or beams, cannot cover a big crowd, and it is not
the primary effect which was used. The very important role was given to golden altar within the Temple itself.
Ether-Akasha beams of the Device were directed to hit the golden altar; or golden plated altar. Strong emitting
effect of negative ions occurred, spreading all over within the Temple. This is what made the magic of uplifting
the consciousness of the people on a big scale. These negative ions are extremely beneficial for our well being
and uplifting the consciousness level. The same effect we see along with the functioning of the Great Pyramid
where the golden capstone and pinnacle were used for  the same purpose.  We see the same principle  in
Sthapatyaveda as well, the branch of Vedic Science which is taking care how to build up our homes, houses and
all buildings in general, in order to be tuned maximally with natural laws. We see that on top of the house
there is golden, or golden-plated Kalash. It can be made of brass as well. Then, the Kalash itself, when being hit
by Ether-Akasha beams, layers, or drifts, will produce a big amount of negative ions, which will find their way
into the house itself and will travel along with the Brahmastan freeway zone. This is all the same principle in
action.

14 Story has it that Ringing Cedar of Russia – Siberian Pine-Pinus Sibirica, has even better qualities in this sense, for several hundreds of
years it would collect Ether-Akasha energy, and then when it is ripe completely, it would start to ring to reveal its own location in order
to be taken. Such trees are of very high energy and can kill if not handled properly.  

15 Use of cedar wood in Jerusalem, and in some early Canaanite cities, was confirmed by archeological excavations. I did find this fact to

be  very  important  because  it  is  mentioned  in  works  of  Israeli  archeologist  Amnon  Ben-Tor  (His  recently  published  book:  “Hazor,
Canaanite Metropolis, Israelite City” and two parts article story with the title: “Excavating Hazor” in BAR Mar/Apr 1999, and May/Jun
1999.).  Also,  interesting text appears at the following link :  http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-artifacts/artifacts-and-
the-bible/lebanese-cedar%E2%80%94the-prized-tree-of-ancient-woodworking/ 
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This is the story of Solomon’s Temple and how the Arc of Covenant Device was used within it. If we take a look
from the historical point of view now, then we can observe immediately that the golden era of Jewish Nation
coincided with that period when the Temple along with the Arc of Covenant Device were fully in function. This
is the time of the United Monarchy. But then, later on, the Arch of Covenant was stolen from Solomon by
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Egyptian priests again, and we have decline and split of the United Monarchy. The Collective Consciousness
declined;  it  was  degraded,  social  unrest  and  civil  war  occurred  …  and  the  rest  of  the  story  we  know.
Nevertheless, the story of how the Arc of the Covenant was stolen from King Solomon was also nicely depicted
in the Bible and Old Testament. This is where another very important character of that era is entering the
stage.                                        

In fact, it would be nice to see if we can find some other characters around him, around King Solomon. For
example, there is a very intriguing story about … Makeba, the Queen of Sheba. Well, after some playing, the
correct natal chart of her was found. It is better not to ask right now how all was done. This will definitely be
the story for some other frame. This is the Makeba … the great queen of Sheba …  

She was born on April 27, 975 B.C.E. at 6.12 PM LMT …

The natal chart of Makeba, the Queen of Sheba (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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Again we have Kumbha-Aquarius exposed in the primary chart, and this is the instruction manual. It says … Set

up the Navamsa lagna to the Kumbha rashi! … And, when we do that, we get an amazing natal chart of

Makeba, the Queen of Sheba. 

As the true position of the legendary kingdom of Sheba, the present state of Ethiopia should be considered.

Then the natal chart is very consistent. This is logical after all because there are many indications that she, the

Queen Makeba,  was connected  with some priests  of  Egypt.  She  was connected very  much with  Egypt  in

general, and that can only be if the Sheba Kingdom was relatively close. At that ancient time, her kingdom was

just leaned onto Egypt itself.  

From history and Biblical lines we know King Solomon and the Queen Makeba met, they did fall in love, but she

left after about 6 months, just after their only physical contact had happened along with the last night, and

very soon afterward she gave a birth to the boy, the son of King Solomon himself. When the boy was about

teenage … he had the desire to visit his father. And he did visit King Solomon, but Egyptian priests plotted to

infiltrate with the boy to the court of King Solomon as well, and they managed to steal the Ark of Covenant

Device. It was in their possession, but in Babylon, this time, all until King Cyrus the Great defeated Babylonians,

released the Jews from the captivity, and took the Arc of Covenant with him to Persia. So, it seems, this story is

absolutely true.16

We see now, there was a big fight for the Arc of Covenant Device in the history. With nice thinking on Ark of

Covenant, I will conclude this story, the story of great kings of Jewish history, the great King David, and the

great King Solomon.

16 Queen Makeba of Sheba most probably doesn’t have anything to do with stealing of the Arc of Covenant Device from the King

Solomon, but she was probably used not knowingly for this purpose. In this situation development I see the plot of the Egyptian priests
who carefully plotted everything on a long run. They knew who Solomon was, and most probably they knew all about Queen Makeba.
They knew they will fall in love, and there will be some offshoots. They knew there will be afterward visit as well. They plotted all that
carefully. It is very plausible they watched on their natal charts as well and they were waiting patiently for their chance.      
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Epilogue

     Well, it is always like this. Just when you think that all job is done on a the certain topic or some very

particular subject, and that you discovered all that is possible to be discovered along with, then, just as out of

the blue actually, something new will pop up, what will definitely shock you, or it will leave you breathless, in

deep disbelief  definitely. Let's say it was going exactly this way. Indeed, with the dramatic turnover, I  was

surprised on the monumental level, and please, believe me, you will be as well.17

It is not that there were no clues long before. For some time already, something was reminding me that in this

story of King David and King Solomon, there are still some fishy elements. However, I did not know what is that.

Then all of sudden, something happened that left me speechless. I am still recovering from the drama … and

trying to rethink all that carefully. In fact, it would be better we do that together …

One very critical case, I have already mentioned. Solomon is not the third king of the United Kingdom of Israel,

he is  the fourth king in sequence. Well,  a small error in  counting,  almost like not to be mentioned at all.

However, is this so innocent as it looks? What if this is not just an error? Difficult to say, but I think, if one

generation did not notice the mistake, the next one will observe it, and whatever was wrong could have been

corrected easily. I would rather say this is the deliberate act with an intention to hide something. What was

supposed to be hidden by this seemingly innocent counting error? 

Furthermore, from the Book of Genesis, we know that Patriarch Abraham took the group of people, the group

which will be known as Israelites at first, but soon as Jews as well, … Well, he took them to the promised land.18

That group of people, presumably from the Mitanni cultural background, Vedic Aryans, migrants from Vedic

India in fact, they left Mesopotamia in search of the Promised Land. That Promised Land, where there was

everything in affluence, with an abundance of material goods and with very high spiritual development, that

land was supposed to become the Holy Land. Or, it was a Holy Land already, that was not clearly exposed. And

this is how they settled in the area where they did find Canaanites to be already established around the city

called Jerusalem. It was proclaimed this is the Holy Land. However, was that the true Holly Land? In addition,

who were Canaanites it was never thoroughly declared. About Canaanites and Jerusalem, few words will be

exposed afterward. In the same way, it was never given out who were Philistines … the legendary allegedly

biggest opponents of Israelites. They were also called …  the sea people …, probably due to the reason they

came by sea and settled in that area of the Near East, which will become extremely turbulent very soon. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philistines 

The enigma of who were Philistines and from where they did come, well this is an unsolved puzzle even today.

There are many theories developed, however, the code is still not broken. Or, there is no desire to break the

code!? Because, if we just pay attention to the root of the word itself, we come to the amazing discovery.

Philistines … this is just English transliteration of the name. From the Wikipedia website mentioned above, we

read that they are first mentioned by some Egyptian reliefs and that it was written like … Peleset ... From my

point of view, this is just very close to the name of an ethnic group called … Pelasgus … 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pelasgus 

17 For general information, this last part of the essay you are reading, which is called … Epilogue …, is written much after the rest of the

essay that is written just at the very beginning of this serial … DECONSTRUCTING THE ILLUSION … Thus, it happened that in the 

meanwhile many other discoveries did happen, correcting the History Timeline entirely. Wherever it will be possible, and useful after 

all, it will be given some links to these researches, just to make things more understandable and more fluent. 

18 The book of Genesis: A new translation from the transparent English Bible … Author James D. Tabor, New edition, August 21, 2020.- 

… https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08GFX3N8W ...  
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If  we now, follow the above-mentioned link,  then we find out that Pelasgus were residents of the Balkan
Peninsula. They have been very good warriors, fierce warriors, in fact. It is mentioned, in order to make war,
they moved to Asia Minor. It is also mentioned that from Homer's Iliad we can learn they had appeared to be
involved  in  the  Trojan  war  within  the  alliance  against  Greeks.  They  were  defending  the  Troy.  For  our
investigation, all these facts are incredibly worthy information. Thus, we can consider them as Illyrians, one
tribe of theirs, or just proto-Illyrians. Because it could be just another name for Illyrians. For example, just as
today we use the term Slavs or Slavic people, what is one and the same with the term … Illyrian. As we have
deciphered the Trojan mystery as well, and as it is proved it was there on the Neretva River, at the place called
… Gabela ..., in Bosnia and Herzegovina, just on the borderline of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, then,
the mentioned Pelazgus must have been somewhere very close, on the seaside presumably.19 This is bringing
us to the Adriatic Sea, which by the way was the main geographical background, the true stage of the clash
between Greeks and Trojans. That was the Northern Sea, how Greeks called it, and it was the only unknown
sea and the only unknown territory for them. That was … Terra Incognita … for Greeks. 

However, despite knowing the fact about the true location of the Troy, and despite knowing many additional

elements  of  the  history  of  Balkan  Peninsula  itself,  especially  of  hidden history,  well,  I  could  not  connect

everything together. Not until I did find the book … Illyria, the Holy Land …, written by Croatian independent

and free researcher …  Domagoj Nikolić … Indeed, that was an unbelievable turnover in researching on this

topic.

https://teledisk.hr/proizvod/ilirija-sveta-zemlja/ 

The mentioned book was published during 2018., but it came to my hands just recently, just a few months ago.

When I read it, I was in deep shock. Indeed, it is very provocative. Very. Conclusions are far-reaching.

Domagoj Nikolić, as the author and researcher, is very important in this story.20 He grew up in the region of

Dalmatia, Croatia, on the seaside or near to it, and just by following his words, he was intrigued, perplexed, and

disappointed by the discrepancy between the real history of his homeland, and the official one. This is where

he found himself on the track of finding the truth. He devoted his life to find out what was really happening

there … His  findings  are amazing … breathtaking … This  is  the story  about  a  long time lost  high spiritual

civilization, about megaliths they've built up, about pyramids just there in the center of Europe, and about

many other things they produced. This is about giant race, the Biblical Nephilim, about gods and demi-gods,

and about many other wonders … All of sudden, we find ourselves in the land of wonders … 

However, the scope, the full story, and the final conclusions of his phenomenal book, I am not ready to expose

right now. This is a long story indeed, it would take too much time and space, and after all, this can exceed the

purpose and intention of this essay. More about all this you will definitely find out in further editions, or in next

essays along with this serial. We need to have in mind this is just the second essay in this serial … One should

follow all other essays to find the truth … Please, stay tuned …

The End

19 For the complete story on the discovery of the real historical Troy, please visit the following page … 

https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedic-literature/legendary-troy-finally-deciphered/  

20 Domagoj Nikolić has a Bachelor of Science degree in International Relations from the London School of Economics and Political 

Science and a Masters of Science degree in Service Management from Rochester Institute of Technology. From 1993 to 2005 he was 

an international aid worker, executive, administrator and security specialist working all over the Balkans and the Middle East. He has

a keen interest in metaphysics, philosophy and history. He has been researching megalithic sites in the Balkans since 2006 from the 

point of view of ancient technologies and lost civilizations. Domagoj works as a full time faculty at Rochester Institute of Technology 

Croatia teaching application of advanced technologies in service system. (Taken from the following website … 

http://www.sbresearchgroup.eu/index.php/hr/organizacija/28-il-team-in-croato 
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NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, they are devoted to finding some higher spiritual and
universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, reshaping, and modeling the individual truth of everybody who
is touching it. If you did find it to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit the corner
called ... Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., in order to
make your own mark there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along
with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be
continued on a comfortable basis. 
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